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Committee Members:  
 
Senior:  Beth Winkowski   Admin VP:  Steve Potter 
Age Group:  Lucas Ferriera   North Representative:  Yit Lim (LINS) 
Coaches: John Pepper   Northeast Representative:  Jennifer Bowers (ASL) 
Officials:  Ed Salzman   Southeast Representative:  Wes Hambourg (WRA) 
Athletes: Harrison Wayner , Addie Rose Metro Representative:  Pike Hightower (RAYS) 
   Bullock, Jonathan Shaheen  Southwest Representative:  Michael Norment (MAAC) 
    

 
Coach Foggin called the meeting to order at 2:45 pm. All members of the committee were 
present with the exception of the athletes, Wes Hamborg, and Michael Norment.  Coach Foggin 
began by asking for a motion to approve the agenda.  A motion was made by Coach Ferriera, 
seconded by Coach Hightower and passed. 
 
Coach Foggin began the business of the meeting by asking Coach Winkowski for the Senior 
Committee report.  She stated that the committee had recommended Technical Planning accept 
Swim Atlanta’s bid for Senior State.  She noted that was some discussion about criteria and 
procedure for selecting Senior Coach of the Year.  Coach Foggin recommended that while the 
criteria would certainly be different, the selection procedure for both Senior and Age Group 
Coach of the Year should be the same.   
 
Next Coach Ferriera gave his report on the Age Group Committee meeting.  He highlighted some 
changes to the State Meet order of events, including 10 & Under Mixed Relays and changes to 
certain time standards.  There was some discussion about changing the team size scoring 
breakdown. It was determined that scoring according to team size was not desired in the Senior 
meet.  Coach Foggin suggested then that the Age Group Committee could simply write that into 
its meet information. 
 

After the conclusion of the Age Group report, Coach Foggin recognized Coach Sydney Pepper to 
give a report on behalf of John Pepper, who was occupied.  Coach Pepper stated that her husband 
had been reelected to a second term as Coach’s Chair.  She stated that the Coaches were going 
to expand the education and seminar component of the LSC Meetings. 
 
Moving on to the Athletes Committee, Sophie Taylor from GOLD reported that the athletes would 
like to work on better communication through social media and a community service project.   
 
Ed Salzman then gave a report on behalf of the Officials Committee.  He noted that the Officials 
had halted the decline in numbers and that online training had been helpful.  He said further, 
though, that there needed to be further recruitment as Georgia only had enough officials to 
achieve Leap 1 Status.  Coach Foggin asked clubs with strong corps of officials what they were 
doing to replenish numbers.  The consensus was that paying registration fees and making officials 
feel valued were important. 
 
In Old Business, the Long Course schedule was reviewed for corrections and Coach Foggin gave 
a brief report on the status of Divisional reorganization.  It was agreed to take up the issue of a 
BB and below State Meet at a later time. 
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Moving on to New Business, Coach Foggin gave the floor to Coach Ferriera to discuss the Age 
Group Committee’s proposal to regulate Technical Suits for 12 & Unders.  The proposal included 
a full ban for 10 & Under swimmers, and a ban on 11-12s in all meets other than Divisionals, 
State, and Age Group Sectionals.  Coach Ferriera made the motion on behalf of the Age Group 
Committee.  It was seconded by Coach John Pepper.  There was a great deal of discussion on 
what constitutes a Technical Suit and the need for education in implementing a policy, but in the 
end the motion passed and was forwarded on to the Board.  Coach Foggin then brought up a 
proposed change to Section 8 of the Rules and Regulations.  He noted that it clarified the role of 
the Divisional Representatives, the process for bidding Divisional Meets, and the status of 
Divisionals as a Championship event.  He pointed out that the main change would be the ability 
of a Divisional host to charge a $10 surcharge without prior approval from the Board.  Coach 
Ferriera made a motion in favor of the proposal, which was seconded by Coach Bowers. There 
was some discussion of the role of Divisionals in the LSC plan and the history of the Divisional 
concept, but after a brief period of explanation, the motion passed.   
 
Moving on to meet bids, a vote was taken on the Age Group and Senior recommendations.  The 
committee voted to accept SCAT’s bid for the Age Group Meet and Swim Atlanta’s bid for Senior 
State.  The slate of meets for the 2018-2019 Short Course season was then reviewed and 
approved to be sent on to the House of Delegates. 
 
Having finished the agenda, Coach Foggin announced his intention to step down as Technical 
Planning Chair at the conclusion of the meeting and thanked his committee members for their 
assistance over the past six years.  Seeing no further business, he then asked for a motion to 
adjourn, which was seconded and passed.  The meeting concluded at 4:02 pm. 
 
 
       Respectfully submitted, 
 
       Jonathan Foggin 
       Athens Bulldog Swim Club 

 


